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Stroke and atrial fibrillation
To the Editor: I write in response to two consecutive papers 
published in the SAMJ.1,2 The striking feature in both was complete 
lack of reference to the presence or absence of atrial fibrillation. 

More than 30% of strokes relate to atrial fibrillation, depending on 
the report referred to. Although not directly applicable to the article 
by Walker et al.,1 it would have been reasonable for them to mention 
the presence or absence of atrial fibrillation in the same way as levels 
of blood pressure are reported. 

In the paper by de Villiers et al.,2 surely recurrent stroke is a major 
determinant of outcome following stroke? In the uncoagulated 
patient with atrial fibrillation the risk of recurrent stroke is extremely 
high. The implications of this are self-evident.

Traditionally, in sub-Saharan Africa a large emphasis has 
been placed on the danger of uncontrolled or poorly controlled 
hypertension. In the same light, the presence or absence of atrial 
fibrillation (particularly in the presence of valvular disease or 
heart failure) needs to be recognised, since the correct treatment 
for this is oral anticoagulant therapy with vitamin K antagonists. 
Documentation of the incidence of atrial fibrillation in paroxysmal 
or permanent atrial fibrillation is therefore essential in the setting of 
stroke and its long term outcome.3-5

By ‘spreading the word’, there is little doubt that great improvement 
in terms of prevention of either first or second episodes of stroke in 
relation to atrial fibrillation can be achieved.

I W P Obel
Specialist Cardiologist 
Milpark Hospital
Johannesburg
proobel@netactive.co.za

Dr De Villiers replies: In our study atrial fibrillation as a cause of 
stroke was not specifically mentioned, as the aetiology of stroke was not 
the focus of the paper. Of the 196 patients 11.2% (N=22) had cardio-
embolic stroke, of whom 54.5% (N=12) were in atrial fibrillation. The 
outcomes for the patients with cardio-embolic stroke were worse than 
those for the whole cohort, with a 50% mortality at 6 months and 
45.4% of survivors having severe disability (modified Rankin scores of 
4 or 5) at 6 months in those with cardio-embolic stroke compared with 
a 6-month post-discharge mortality of 23% and 22% severe residual 
disability for the cohort as a whole. The point that patients with atrial 
fibrillation have a high risk of stroke recurrence is important, and what 
is particularly concerning in this study is that only 9% (N=2) of patients 
were on anticoagulation at follow-up.

Professor Walker replies: We thank Dr Obel for his response to our 
article. Atrial fibrillation is part of the scoring system for the Allen 
scoring system. We did not report the number of cases fulfilling each of 
the criteria laid out in the Siriraj or Allen scoring systems, because our 
intention was to focus on the key messages of the article. However, we 
have reported how many cases in the Hai (4 of 93 who had ECGs) and 
Dar-es-Salaam (3 of 39 who had ECGs) demographic surveillance sites 
had atrial fibrillation in an earlier publication from our study.1

We acknowledge the importance of identifying and managing 
patients with atrial fibrillation in the prevention of stroke, though we 
also recognise that the lack, and expense, of monitoring facilities may 
mean that many people cannot receive oral anticoagulants in sub-
Saharan Africa (SSA). We are currently engaged in a study of atrial 
fibrillation in a community in SSA and hope to be able to present our 
findings in the near future. 

Changes to parental consent 
procedures in South Africa – 
implications for school-based 
adolescent sexual health research
To the Editor: How can a researcher protect the rights of adolescents 
who want to take part in school-based sexual health research, 
ensuring that informed consent to participate is properly obtained, 
without hindering the potentially beneficial research itself? In South 
Africa, the National Health Act 2003 (the Act)1 Sections 71(2) and 
71(3), when enacted, may inadvertently compromise the rights of 
adolescents to benefit from preventive school-based health research, 
rather than protect them from research-related exploitation.

The proposed changes to the Act will require active consent from 
a legal guardian for all research conducted with subjects under 
the age of 18 for so-called ‘therapeutic research’, and both parental 
consent and ministerial consent for ‘non-therapeutic research’. No 
other caregiver or custodian will be able to give consent for a 
child’s participation in research. While current guidelines such as 
the Department of Health’s ‘Ethics in Health Research’2 state that 
adolescents defined as ‘persons who have reached puberty’ are able 
to consent unassisted to research so long as it poses minimal risk and 
is unlikely to be objectionable to parents and community members, 
the National Health Act provides no such leeway.2

We feel that the proposed new guidelines are inappropriate for the 
South African social context. The Act has the potential to prevent 
children without a legal guardian from accessing research that could 
potentially benefit them. This is especially problematic, given that 
those without parents or legal guardians are more vulnerable to early 
sexual debut and contracting HIV.3 The Act may also compromise 
an adolescent’s right to dignity and privacy.4 Confidentiality is 
paramount in research that explores sensitive topics such as sexuality. 
In South Africa, discussions surrounding HIV/AIDS and sex are 
often shrouded in stigma, and parent-child communication about 
these issues is invariably difficult.5 An adolescent who is required to 
confront a parent or guardian about participation in a sexual health 
research study may be vulnerable to violence or reproach.

Students should be allowed to participate in school-based sexual 
health research that recognises and seeks to understand adolescents’ 
unique needs and that develops programmes to promote their 
well-being, even if their parents would choose to deny them access 
on moralistic grounds. In line with other countries, current South 
African ethics guidance requires that any research content is 
examined and approved by relevant research ethics committees 
before it reaches the students. Furthermore, empirical evidence 
has shown that 14-year-olds may be just as competent as adults in 
their ability to provide informed consent in terms of ‘stringent legal 
standards of competency’.6

We suggest that other methods be considered as options for consent 
to participate in school-based adolescent sexual and reproductive 
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health research. Such methods may include passive parental consent, 
community consent, and/or independent adolescent consent. We feel 
that these alternate methods may better reflect the South African 
social context, and serve the interests of South African adolescents 
who wish to take part in school-based sexual health research. In 
this, we do not suggest undermining parental authority but rather 
encouraging parallel efforts to promote shared decision-making 
about enrolment in important research.
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Where have all the flowers gone?
To the Editor: The title of the recent editorial1 applies too to a related 
theme: gender imbalance.

The distinction between male and female is a key dimension of 
population dynamics.2 In some southern and eastern Asian countries, 
the sex ratio has become skewed towards men, partly in consequence 
of gender-selective abortions;3,4 in the People’s Republic of China, for 
example, the newborn male/female ratio is about 119:100.4 Similar 
data have been observed in India3 and among immigrants to Europe 

from Asia.5 For traditional, economic and social reasons, many 
families prefer to have sons, and this is a cause of the increased male/
female ratio, infanticide, abandonment of newborn girls, and neglect 
of daughters.6 The preponderance of males occurs predominantly 
in lower socio-economic classes, and there is concern that their 
marginalisation may lead to antisocial behaviour threatening societal 
stability and security.6 An excess of men conduces to insecurity, 
in turn motivating families to have more sons for protection. Son 
preference has been reported also from Africa,7 where gender 
shifts are not yet prominent, probably because of the unavailability 
of prenatal gender testing. However, should fertility decline, the 
motivation for gender-selective abortions would become stronger, 
and many families would try to have at least one boy to secure the 
patriarchal lineage.7

Population size and gender imbalance in some countries can be 
underestimated because men are predominant in migrating and can 
be overlooked in a census; in Russia, for example, many people don’t 
know that the census of 2010 has taken place. The gender imbalance 
will probably increase in the future, because of gender-testing 
technologies and their increasing availability, and discrimination in 
care practices for girls.3,6

Due to migration, a regional excess of men can have global 
repercussions. The outflow of men can further stimulate gender-
selective practices in their native countries. The increasing gender 
imbalance may require a revision of traditional patterns of sexual 
behaviour, including effective measures against gender-selective 
abortions. However, measures taken by individual countries might be 
insufficient – international efforts could be required.8 Unfortunately, 
for young males in some regions, the damage has already been done, 
and measures against gender imbalance in today’s newborns won’t 
help them.

A globalised mankind needs to eliminate the motives for high 
fertility and gender shifts, and protect and support childless elderly 
people, unwed mothers and families raising girls. Traditions favouring 
men as the inheritors and maintainers of lineage and posterity7 
should be discouraged.
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Erratum
We regret that an acknowledgement was inadvertently omitted from the Clinical Images report on p. 102 of the February 2011 issue of  
the SAMJ (full reference: Seedat Y, Andronikou S, Modi M, Lorgat M. Vascular cause for stridor in infants. S Afr Med J 2011;101:102). 
The images accompanying this report were produced and provided by Dr Jonathan Hack of Sunninghill Radiology, Johannesburg, who 
is acknowledged and thanked for them. The online paper was corrected some weeks ago.




